
Falling in Love: You’ll be excited to stay indoors 

Fall means winter is around the corner: we can be sad 
that summer is over, or excited to spend a little more 
time at home! Decor trends have lead back to rich, 
welcoming interiors, with lots of appealing texture. 

To update your home for the chilly season, add a little  
warmth with wood accents, supple leathers, bold leafy 
plants, and grasscloth or other tactile wall-coverings. 

Hidden Agenda: Clutter-free kitchen design 

This recent TIDG project captures a major ongoing 
design trend: a clean crisp kitchen that hides away the 
clutter to focus on the most personal details. Tucking 
outlets, switches, hardware and even the hood out of 
sight reveals just the most treasured elements. 

After all, who says modern design has to be cold? In 
this high-rise home, all the focus is on sumptuous, 
inviting materials—and the stunning view. To see more 
photos from these luxe accommodations browse our 
ever-updating portfolio on tidg.ca.  

 

Giving Back: TIDG and Reach for the Rainbow 

For the second year in a row, TIDG proudly supports 
Reach for the Rainbow as they work with children and 
youth with disabilities through programs throughout 
Ontario. This year we donated a consultation valued at 
$1200 to their online auction, and we can’t wait to 
create beautiful interiors for a good cause! 

Expert Advice: Picture-perfect bathroom style 

Yanic is always giving good complimentary advice—you 
just have to look online or in print! To learn how to get 
perfect bathroom style, check out Yanic’s stories on 
Houzz.com, as well as all his tips and tricks in the 
Toronto Sun and his Huffington Post blog. 

Hint: Try the Rule of Four. For every four pieces on 
show, let one be decorative, like a simple blossom or a 
shapely bottle. For more… you’ll have to click! 

New Friend: Yanic on Cityline with Scott McGillivray 

To peak behind-the-scenes at Yanic’s design life, go to 
@yanicsimard on Twitter + Instagram. See you there!

Our bi-annual TIDG newsletter keeps you updated 

on trends, tips, and our design friends & family!
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